
Retail & Installation Business for Sale Bay of Plenty

For Sale
Location: Bay Of Plenty
Asking: $1,200,000 + Stock
Type: Retail Other

Contact:
Steve Catley
021 341 117
Anytime

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/112018

LINK Bay of Plenty
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: BOP00205

Well Established, Great Reputation, Top Product &
Service, Profitable!
Desirable Product, Excellent Service Provider, Profits!!

Step into the world of unparalleled business excellence with the renowned home and lifestyle brand
that has set industry standards since 1980. Specialising in high-quality, lucrative products, this
opportunity invites you to take the reins of the thriving Tauranga branch, a jewel in the brand's
nationwide network of independent dealerships.

Key Features:

1. Established Legacy: Over four decades of expertise in delivering top-notch products.

2. Robust Sales: Achieving an impressive circa $2.5 million in annual sales revenue.

3. Strategic Location: Prime positioning in a high-traffic area.

4. Market Growth: A business poised for expansion in a steadily growing market.

5. Elite Clientele: Serving a diverse and affluent customer base.

6. Brand Recognition: Enjoy the benefits of excellent brand awareness.

7. Secure Supply Chains: Excellent supplier relationships.

8. Efficient Operations: Streamlined processes ensure seamless business operations.

9. Industry Dominance: Hold a leadership position in the market, promising sustained success.

This exceptional opportunity comes complete with comprehensive Master Distributor support and
marketing initiatives, setting the stage for a new owner to flourish. The committed vendor ensures a
smooth transition, providing a thorough handover for a seamless takeover.

Don't miss the chance to own this stellar business primed for continued dominance. Seize this
profitable and exciting venture today inquire now!

Steve Catley, 021 341 117, steve.catley@linkbusiness.co.nz

***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the
broker and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a
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Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/112018

stock photo image may be used to represent the business.

#wesellbusinesses #leadingbrand #retail #bayofplenty
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